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Jolie Interior designer
www.joliekorek.com

Your home should be a balance of function and art. Everything
from furniture, & lighting to pottery & books project and
intellectual and emotional sensibility alongside a dose of function
and practicality. This is the essence of Jolie Korek & Co. interior
design firm.
Jolie elevates the creative process. Through trust and
conversations, she creates spaces that are organic to there settings
and owners. A natural modernist her interiors and all that comes
with them are beautiful, warm, personal and tailored to convey a
modern casual harmony.
Korek has been an interior design professional for over 20 years
and is an affiliate member of ASID. She has received kitchen
design awards from Sub-Zero, Miele, and Thermador. In 2016
she was a finalist in the Hampton Cottage and Garden IGA
awards (Innovation In Design Awards). Photographs of her work
have appeared in Great American Kitchens, Kitchen Trends
magazine, House Beautiful, Architectural Digest, Metropolitan
Home, Hampton Cottage and Gardens & most recently NY
Spaces. She has participated many times in Holiday House a

prestigious design show-house to benefit breast cancer research.
Korek created the set and staging for the 2015 motion picture No
Letting Go filmed in her home. She received her interior design
degree from Parsons School of Design, Manhattan.
This American 19th century Tudor was designed to emulate
the English Cotswolds manor homes. Korek’s furnishings
juxtapose the Cotswold traditional architecture. Through the use
of rich materials, she is able to create more depth and comfort
in her modern design. In addition, Korek updates antique and
mid-century furnishings with modern materials, giving them a
highly unique, rather than a manufactured feel. Korek considers
the kitchen just another living space in a home, and exhibits
that concept flawlessly in this mid-century Tudor. Just as the
other rooms are filled with furniture, Korek treats each item in
the kitchen as a separate object, giving it a warm and inviting
ambiance.
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